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Chapter 1

Viruses as organisms
SUMMARY

What is a virus?

1. Viruses are acellular organisms
with nucleic acid genomes, which
make particles to protect the
genome and transfer it between
cells.

Viruses are organisms that are at the interface between molecules

2. While they do not exhibit all of the
supposed attributes of cellular
organisms, viruses are
independent entities that are not
limited to one host.

Definition 1: Viruses

3. V i r u s - l i k e a g e n t s i n c l u d e
plasmids, satellite viruses,
satellite nucleic acids, viroids and
retroelements

and cells; between what is usually termed “living” and “dead”. This
creates problems for some traditional biologists; however, many of
these can be cleared up with some concise definitions.

“Viruses are acellular organisms whose genomes consist of nucleic
acid, and which obligately replicate inside host cells using host
metabolic machinery and ribosomes to form a pool of components
which assemble into particles called VIRIONS, which serve to
protect the genome and to transfer it to other cells.”

A more radical definition used in Ed Rybicki’s teaching:
“A virus is an infectious acellular entity composed of
compatible genomic components derived from a pool of
genetic elements.”
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Definition 2: Organisms
Traditionally, “living” organisms are supposed to display the
following properties:

"An organism is the unit element of a
continuous lineage with an individual
evolutionary history.”
SE Luria, JE Darnell, D Baltimore and A Campbell (1978). General Virology, 3rd

•

Reproduction

•

Nutrition

The key words here are UNIT ELEMENT, and INDIVIDUAL: the

•

Irritability

thing that you see, now, as an organism is merely the current

•

Movement

slice in a continuous lineage; the individual evolutionary history

•

Growth

denotes the independence of the organism over time. Thus,

Edn. John Wiley & Sons, New York, p4 of 578.

However, these derive from a "top down" sort of definition, which

mitochondria and chloroplasts and nuclei are not organisms, in

has been modified over years to take account of smaller and

that together they constitute a continuous lineage, but

smaller things (with fewer and fewer legs, or leaves), until it has

separately have no possibility of survival. This is despite the

met the ultimate molecular organisms - or "molechisms" or

independence of mitochondria and chloroplasts as independent

"organules" - like viruses, and has proved inadequate.

bacteria before they entered initially symbiotic, and then

If one defines life from the bottom up - that is, from the simplest

dependent associations, within another organism.

forms capable of displaying the most essential attributes of a

The concept of the virus as organism is contained within the

living thing - one very quickly realises that the only real criterion

concepts of individual viruses constituting continuous genetic

for life is:

lineages, and having independent evolutionary histories.

The ability to replicate
and that only systems that contain nucleic acids - in the natural
world, at least - are capable of this phenomenon. This sort of
reasoning led some virologists to a new definition of organisms:

Thus, given this sort of lateral thinking, viruses become quite
respectable as organisms:
• they most definitely replicate,
• their evolution can be traced quite eﬀectively, and
• they are independent in terms of not being limited to a single
organism as host, or even necessarily to a single species, genus
or phylum of host.
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Virus Genomes

Additionally, these genomes may be:

Viruses have the largest variety of genome types of

• circularly permuted linear single-component dsDNA

all organisms:

• single or multiple component (-)ssRNA genomes which may be
partially translatable or ambisense (eg: bunyaviruses);
• (+)sense ssRNA genomes replicating via reverse
transcription to and transcription from longer-than-genomelength dsDNA (eg: retroviruses),
• dsDNA genomes replicating via transcription to and reverse

DNA
double-stranded

single-stranded

transcription from longer-than-genome-length (+)sense
ssRNA (eg: pararetroviruses).

linear

circular

linear

circular

Virus genomes range in size from around 1800 nucleotides

single
component

single or
multiple

single
component

single or
multiple

(ssDNA circoviruses) up to 2.5 million nucleotides (dsDNA,
Pandoravirus)

Viruses are the only organisms on this planet to still

RNA
double-stranded

single-stranded

have RNA as their sole genetic material. They are

linear

linear

also the only autonomously replicating organisms

single or multiple components

+ sense*

- sense

single or
multiple

single or
multiple

* = mRNA-sense or translatable. (-)sense is complementary to (+)sense and
must be transcribed to give mRNA

to have single-stranded DNA.
In contrast, prokaryotes have mainly single-component circular
(occasionally multiple) or sometimes linear dsDNA
(Streptomyces, Helicobacter) while all eukaryotes have multicomponent linear dsDNA, and all the genomes replicate via
the classic semi-conservative route.
Viruses are not alone in the acellular space, however.
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Virus-like agents

are generally ssRNA, both linear and circular - however, several

There are a number of other types of genomes which have some

circular ssDNA satellites of plant geminiviruses have recently

sort of independence from cellular genomes: these include

been found.

"retrons" or retrotransposable elements; bacterial and fungal

Satellite Viruses

(and eukaryotic organelle) plasmids; satellite nucleic acids and
satellite viruses which depend on helper viruses for replication;
and viroids.

A very diﬀerent class of agents - PRIONS - appear

to be "proteinaceous infectious agents", with no nucleic acid
associated with them at all.

There are also viruses which
depend for their replication
on helper viruses: a good
e x a m p l e i s To b a c c o
necrosis satellite virus

Plasmids

(sTNV), which has a small

Plasmids may share a number of properties with viral genomes -

piece of ssRNA which

including modes of replication, as in single-strand circular DNA

codes only for a capsid

viruses and plasmids which replicate via rolling circle

protein, and depends for its

mechanisms - but are not pathogenic to their host organisms,

replication on the presence of

and are transferred by conjugation between cells rather than by

TNV. Another example is the

free extracellular particles.

Plasmids generally encode some

function that is of benefit to the host cell, to oﬀset the
metabolic load caused by their presence.

Satellite Nucleic Acids
Certain viruses have associated with them nucleic acids that are

Adeno-associated virus (AAV)

Hepatitis delta agent with its circular ssRNA genome, which
also codes for a structural protein.
The adeno-associated viruses (AAVs) are also satellite viruses
dependent on the linear dsDNA adenoviruses for replication, but
which have linear ssDNA genomes and appear to be
degenerate or defective parvoviruses.

dispensable in that they are not part of the genome, which have
no (or very little) sequence similarity with the viral genome, yet
depend on the virus for replication, and are encapsidated by
the virus. These are mainly associated with plant viruses and
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replicate. They share this attribute with several

Viroids
Viroids are small naked circular ssRNA genomes which appear
rodlike under the electron microscope due to their secondary
structure and and tertiary folding, which are capable of causing
diseases in plants. They code for nothing but their own

retrotransposons, which are eukaryotic transposable cellular
elements with striking similarities with retroviruses. This includes
entities such as the yeast Ty element and the Drosophila copia
element, now classified as pseudoviruses and metaviruses.

structure, and are presumed to replicate by interacting with

Retroposons are similar in that they are eukaryotic elements

host RNA polymerase II, and to cause pathogenic eﬀects by

which transpose via RNA intermediates, but they share no

interfering with host DNA/RNA metabolism and/or transcription. A

obvious genomic similarity with any viruses, other than the use

From Wikipedia: Putative secondary structure of the PSTV (potato spindle tuber viroid).
black - secondary structure of the viroid red - GAAAC sequence common to all viroids yellow - central conservative sequence
Author: Jakub Friedl (user kyknos), 2005

structurally similar disease agent in humans is the Hepatitis delta
agent.

Retrons
Classic RNA-containing retroviruses, and the DNA-containing

of reverse transcriptase.
The human and other mammalian LINE-1s (Long Interspersed
Nuclear Elements) are a group of retrotransposable elements
which make up approximately 15 % of the human genome.

pararetroviruses (hepadnaviruses, caulimoviruses and

Bacteria such as E coli also have reverse-transcribing

badnaviruses) all share the unlikely attribute of the use of an

transposons - known as retrons - but these are very diﬀerent to

enzyme complex consisting of a RNA-dependent DNA

any of the eukaryotic types, while preserving similarities in certain

polymerase/RNAse H (reverse transcriptase) in order to

of the essential reverse transcriptase sequence motifs.
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All of these cellular elements and viruses have in
common a “reverse transcriptase” or RNA-dependent
DNA polymerase, which may in fact be an evolutionary
link back to the postulated “RNA world” at the dawn of
evolutionary history, when the only extant genomes
were composed of RNA, and probably double-stranded
RNA.

Thus, a part of what could be a very primitive

machinery indeed has survived into very diﬀerent nucleic
acid lineages, some viral and many wholly cellular in
nature, from bacteria through to higher eukaryotes.

The graphic depicts a possible scenario for the evolution of viruses: “wild” genetic elements could have escaped, or even been the
agents for transfer of genetic information between, both RNA-containing and DNA-containing “protocells”, to provide the precursors
of retroelements and of RNA and DNA viruses. Later escapes from Bacteria, Archaea and their progeny Eukarya would complete the
virus zoo.
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So from what did viruses evolve, or how did they
initially arise?
The answer to this question is not simple, because, while viruses
all share the characteristics of being obligate intracellular

example of these: their genetic structure is far too simple for them
to be degenerate cells; indeed, many resemble renegade
messenger RNAs in their simplicity.
RNA virus supergroups and RdRp and CP cassettes

parasites which use host cell machinery to make their

What they have in common is a strategy which involves use of a

components which then self-assemble to make particles which

virus-encoded RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) or

contain their genomes, they most definitely do not have a single

replicase to replicate RNA genomes – a process which does not

origin, and indeed their origins may be spread out over a

occur in cells, although most eukaryotes so far investigated do

considerable period of geological and evolutionary time.

have RdRp-like enzymes involved in regulation of gene

Viruses infect all types of cellular organisms, from Bacteria
through Archaea to Eukarya; from E. coli to mushrooms; from
amoebae to human beings – and virus particles may even be
the single most abundant and varied organisms on the planet,
given their abundance in all the waters of all the seas of planet
Earth. Given this diversity and abundance, and the propensity of

expression and resistance to viruses. The surmise is that in some
instances, an RdRp-encoding element could have became
autonomous – or independent of DNA – by encoding its own
replicase, and then acquired structural protein-encoding
sequences by recombination, to become wholly autonomous
and potentially infectious.

viruses to swap and share successful modules between very

A useful example is the viruses sometimes referred to as the

diﬀerent lineages and to pick up bits of genome from their hosts,

”Picornavirus-like” and “Sindbis virus-like” supergroups of

it is very diﬃcult to speculate sensibly on their deep origins – but

ss(+)RNA viruses, respectively. These two sets of viruses can be

we shall outline some of the probable evolutionary scenarios.

neatly divided into two groups according to their RdRp

It is generally accepted that many viruses have their origins as
“escapees” from cells; rogue bits of nucleic acid that have taken
the autonomy already characteristic of certain cellular genome
components to a new level. Simple RNA viruses are a good

aﬃnities, which determine how they replicate.

However, they

can also be divided according to their capsid protein aﬃnities,
which is where it is obvious that the phenomenon the late Rob
Goldbach termed “cassette evolution” has occurred: some
viruses that are relatively closely related in terms of RdRp and
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other non-structural protein sequences have completely

Given the very significant diversity in these sorts of viruses, it is

diﬀerent capsid proteins and particle morphologies, due to

quite possible that this has happened a number of times in the

acquisition by the same RdRp module of diﬀerent structural

evolution of cellular organisms on this planet – and that some

protein modules.

single-stranded RNA viruses like bacterial RNA viruses or
bacteriophages and some plant viruses (like Tobacco mosaic
virus, TMV) may be very ancient indeed.
However, other ssRNA viruses – such as the ss(-)RNA
mononegaviruses (Order Mononegavirales), which group includes
Ebola, measles and mumps and rabies viruses – may be
evolutionarily much younger. In this latter case, the viruses all
have the same basic genome with genes in the same order and
helical nucleocapsids within diﬀerently-shaped enveloped
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particles. Their host ranges also indicate that they originated
in insects: the ones with more than one phylum of host either
infect vertebrates and insects or plants and insects, while some
infect insects only, or only vertebrates – indicating a possible
evolutionary origin in insects, and a subsequent evolutionary
divergence in them and in their feeding targets.
The Retroid Cycle
The ssRNA retroviruses - like HIV - are another good example of
possible cell-derived viruses, as
many of these have a very similar
genetic structure to elements which
appear to be integral parts of cell

Indeed, there is a whole extended family of reverse-

genomes – the previously-

transcribing mobile genetic elements in organisms ranging

mentioned retrotransposons – and

from bacteria all the way through to plants, insects and

share the peculiar property of

vertebrates, indicating a very ancient evolutionary origin

replicating their genomes via a

indeed – and which includes two completely diﬀerent groups of

pathway which goes from single-stranded RNA through

double-standed DNA viruses, the vertebrate-infecting

double-stranded DNA (reverse transcription) and back again,

hepadnaviruses or hepatitis B virus-like group, and the plant-

and yet have become infectious.

infecting badna- and caulimoviruses.

They can go full circle,

incidentally, by permanently becoming part of the cell genome by
insertion into germ-line cells – so that they are then inherited as
“endogenous retroviruses“, which can be used as evolutionary
markers for species divergence.

The possibility that certain non-retro RNA viruses can actually
insert bits of themselves by obscure mechanisms into host cell
genomes – and aﬀord them protection against future infection –
complicates the issue rather, by reversing the canonical flow of
genetic material!
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There are also obvious similarities in mode of replication between
a family of elements which

However, there are a significant

include bacterial plasmids,

number of viruses with large DNA

bacterial single-strand DNA

genomes for which an origin as

viruses, and ssDNA viruses of

cell-derived subcomponents is not

eukaryotes which include

as obvious.

geminiviruses and nanoviruses

In fact, one of the

largest viruses yet discovered –

of plants, parvoviruses of

mimivirus, with a genome size of

insects and vertebrates, and

greater than 1 million base pairs of

circoviruses and anelloviruses

DNA – has a genome which is

of vertebrates.

larger and more complex than

These agents all share a “rolling

those of obligately parasitic

circle” DNA replication

bacteria such as Mycoplasma

mechanism, with replication-

genitalium (around 0.5 million),

associated proteins and DNA

despite sharing the life habits of tiny

sequence motifs that appear

viruses like canine parvovirus (0.005

similar enough to be

million, or 5000 bases). In fact, it is

evolutionarily related, albeit

a striking fact that the largest viral

very distantly – and again

DNA genomes so far characterised

demonstrate a continuum from

seem to infect primitive

the cell-associated and cell-

eukaryotes such as amoebae and

dependent plasmids through to the completely autonomous

simple marine algae – and they and other large DNA viruses like

agents such as relatively simple but ancient bacterial and

pox- and herpesviruses seem to be related to cellular DNA

eukaryote viruses.

sequences only at a level close to the base of the “tree of
life”.
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Mimivirus particle, showing basic
structure

In summary, viruses are as much a
concept as a unitary entity: all viruses
have in common, given their polyphyletic
origins, is a base-level strategy for

Va r i o l a v i r u s , t h e a g e n t o f

expressing their genomes.

Otherwise,

smallpox.

their origins are possibly as varied as

This indicates a very ancient origin or set of origins for these

their genomes, and may remain forever

viruses, which may conceivably have been as obligately
parasitic cellular lifeforms which then made the final adaptation

obscure.

to the “virus lifestyle”.
However, their actual origin could be in an even more complex
interaction with early cellular lifeforms, given that viruses may
well be responsible for very significant episodes of evolutionary
change in cellular life, all the way from the origin of eukaryotes
through to the much more recent evolution of placental
mammals.

In fact, there is informed speculation as to the

possibility of viruses having significantly influenced the evolution
of eukaryotes as a cognate group of organisms, including the
possibility that a large DNA virus may have been the first
cellular nucleus.
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Chapter 2

Viruses and
Their
Particles
Viruses are both molecules and organisms; inert
particles and actively replicating genomes. Virus
particles, or virions, are nano-scale spacecraft navigating the spaces between cells to keep their
genomes safe, and to deliver them to cells in order
to multiply.

Section 1

Virions
SUMMARY

What are Virions?

1. Virions are virus particles.

VIRIONS are virus particles: they are the INERT CARRIERS of the genome, and

2. V i r i o n s m a y b e s i m p l e
nucleocapsids - protein
associated with nucleic acid only
- or more complex.

are ASSEMBLED inside cells,

GROW, and do not form by DIVISION.
They may be regarded as the EXTRACELLULAR PHASE of the virus: they are
exactly analogous to "spacecraft" in that they take viral genomes from cell to
cell, and they protect the genome in inhospitable environments in which the

3. Basic elements of virions include
nucleic acid - various forms of
RNA or DNA - and associated
protein. This may assemble as
helical or isometric
nucleoproteins.
4. Simple virions consist only of
nucleoprotein.
More complex
forms may have more than one
shell of protein, or a membrane
surrounding the particle, of a
head-and-tail arrangement like
many bacteriophages.

from virus-specified components: they do not

virus cannot replicate.
Note the strong
resemblance
between

a

bacterial virus T4 phage of E
coli, which
evolved possibly
billions of years
A T4 bacteriophage

ago - and the
only humanc r e w e d

Lunar excursion module (LEM) of Apollo
16: courtesy NASA

spacecraft to have landed on another planet.
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Composition of Virions

Excellent electron micrographs of virions - and an explanation of

Basically, all virions have:

their basic structure - may be seen at the University of Cape

• genomic nucleic acid: this may be RNA or DNA, single- or
double-stranded, and may be all or part of the genome

Town's Medical Virology Division teaching pages.
For other representations of virus structure, go to the University of
Wisconsin's VirusWorld at the Institute for Molecular Virology,

• protein associated with the genome: this may be in the form
of a helically-assembling or isometrically-assembling
SIMPLE NUCLEOCAPSID only.

where there is an excellent gallery of 3-D image reconstructions
of diﬀerent viruses, together with explanations of structure.
Helical Nucleocapsids

Other virions may have more complex structures with two or

This is one of the SIMPLEST FORMS of viral capsid: the protein

more layers of protein, or possibly tail structures, with

is "wound on" to the viral nucleic acid (generally ssRNA,

nucleoprotein innermost, possibly also with lipid bilayer

though M13 and other

membranes with inserted viral proteins.
If the virions are simple NUCLEOPROTEINS - that is, contain
only nucleic acid and protein - then they are usually composed
ONLY of virus-specified components.

However, certain host

components may be "trapped" within virions, such as
POLYAMINES: these are polycationic (many + charges)
compounds which serve to neutralise charge on the viral
nucleic acid as it is packed into the CAPSID, or protein coat.
Some small DNA viruses may in addition encapsidate host
histones associated in NUCLEOSOME complexes with virus
genomic DNA.

Tobacco mosaic virus helical

3-D image reconstruction of TMV,

structure, courtesy L Stannard

from 8th Report of the ICTV
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filamentous phage virions contain circular ssDNA) in a simple

In the case of TMV this is the entire virion: this is also the case

HELIX, like a screw (see the diagrams for Tobacco mosaic virus,

for all RODLIKE and FILAMENTOUS virions where no

below).

membranes are involved.

In the TMV structure protein subunits are all in equivalent
crystallographic positions, related by a right-hand "screw
translation"

This includes all rodlike and

filamentous plant viruses like tobamoviruses, potyviruses, and
closteroviruses, but NOT filoviruses, like Ebolavirus Zaire: this
has a helical nucleocapsid enclosing (-)ssRNA which buds
through a membrane.
In other cases, filamentous helical nucleocapsids may be
enclosed within matrix
protein and a membrane
studded with spike
proteins: excellent
examples of this are
PA R A M Y X O V I R U S E S ,
detailed images of which
can be found Linda
Stannard's site, such as
those below.
Paramyxovirus virion:
examples are measles
virus; mumps virus, and
the parainfluenza viruses
w h i c h a re re s p i r a t o r y

Ebolavirus budding out from a cell: note the helical nucleocapsid getting covered by

pathogens.

Note the

lipid bilayer with viral glycoproteins embedded in it
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enclosing membrane studded with glycoproteins, and the

nucleic acids; they come in many sizes, from tiny T=1

underlying matrix.

structures (Nanoviruses, eg: banana bunchy top virus; 18 nm

The helical nucleoprotein is flexuous, and

packed with in the matrix.

diameter) to huge structures such as those of iridoviruses or
mimiviruses (over 200 nm

The bottom picture is the helical nucleoprotein that can be

diameter).

released from virions. Note the striking similarity to TMV.

The simplest virions are

Isometric Nucleocapsids

those of the viruses with

Simple capsids

the smallest genomes:

These are built up according to simple structural principles, as

these are virions such as

amply outlined here, and in more detail here. Put simply, nearly

those of the ssRNA

all isometric virions are constructed around a BASIC

satellite tobacco necrosis

ICOSAHEDRON, or solid with 20 equilateral triangles for

virus (sTMV), the ssDNA

faces. It suﬃces to say that the "quasi-icosahedral" capsid is

canine parvovirus (CPV)

possibly Nature's most popular means of enclosing viral

Enterobacteria Phage Phi X174. Courtesy
J-Y Sgro, VirusWorld

and porcine circovirus
(PCV), and microviruses
infecting E coli and other

bacteria (eg: φX174 phage): these all have a simple icosahedral
T=1 surface lattice structure.
All structural subunits of these capsids are in the
same positional state, or have the same
interactions with their neighbours.
A unique derivative structure is that of
geminivirus virions, which have two
Satellite Tobacco necrosis virus,
sTNV; J-Y Sgro, VirusWorld.

Canine parvovirus, CPV

incomplete T=1 icosahedra joined at the
missing vertex, with a twist.

The virions are
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termed geminate, or twinned, and each double particle contains

are BLUE, and cluster as PENTAMERS; subunits around 3-fold

one molecule of single-stranded circular DNA.

axes are RED and GREEN to reflect their diﬀerent 2-fold

All of these small viruses have single-stranded genomes in

symmetries; they apaprently cluster as HEXAMERS around

their virions: this is a consequence of the limited space available

"local 6-fold axes" of rotational symmetry.

Cowpea chlorotic mottle virus: 180
copies of a single capsid protein.

for the genome, and the fact

Another example is that of

that ssRNA and DNA can

Turnip yellow mosaic virus

fold more compactly than

(TYMV): this has exactly the

dsRNA or DNA.

same basic structure, with

Examples of a more complex

a 180 copies of a single type

structures are illustrated

of coat protein subunit, with

below.

The first shows

the pentamer-hexamer

Cowpea chlorotic mottle

clustering appearing more

virus (CCMV) virion surface

pronounced

structure, which is composed

A more complex capsid that of the common-cold-

Courtesy of J-Y Sgro

Rhinovirus R16, courtesy J-Y Sgro

causing Rhinovirus R16
of 180 copies of a single coat

(family: Picornaviridae), with 60 copies of 4 proteins in a T=3

protein molecule, in a T=3

structure - is shown below. BLUE subunits around 5-fold axes

surface lattice. The diﬀerent

are VP1; RED and GREEN are VP3 and VP2 respectively.

colours in the CCMV picture

can only be seen internally; VP4 subunits are formed by

represent diﬀerent "positional

autocatalytic cleavage of VP0 into VP2 and VP4 upon binding of a

states" or quasi-equivalent

VP1/VP0/VP3 "procapsid" with viral genomic ssRNA.

positions of the capsid

VP4

Note the similarity between the CCMV and R16 structures -

protein: subunits around 5-fold

TYMV particle: J-Y Sgro, 8th ICTV

rotational axes of symmetry

Report

despite one having a single CP, and the other having 3
structural CP subunits.

The similarities go deeper, as the 3
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picornavirus proteins have very similar structures to each other

have complex or

and to the CCMV or TYMV proteins: they are have the basic

multilayered naked

structure of an 8 stranded anti-parallel beta barrel. This is a:

isometric capsids.

“...wedge-like protein fold motif shared by most virus

The adenovirus capsid

structures solved by X-ray crystallography. It is created

is built up from 252

by a common CORE made up of 8 antiparallel Beta-

capsomers (T=25

strands forming a Beta-barrel structure. Proteins
amongst viruses mainly diﬀer in the loop insertions

Image courtesy of Linda Stannard

between the strands. These insertions accounts for a

hexavalent and 12 (situated at

lot of the virus external appearance and also are the

the apices) are pentavalent.

target structures for antibodies in the case of an animal
virus. (see below). Interestingly there is

capsid), of which 240 are

A "penton fibre"projects from
e a c h fiv e -

no sequence conservation in the Beta

fold apex:

strands structures of viruses although

these are

the structure is very well conserved.”

easily lost

J-Y Sgro, 1994

during

See here for further details of

preparation

picornaviruses, and here for a scheme

for electron

showing picornavirus assembly.

microscopy.

Human adenovirus 36, showing penton
fibres, penton bases, and hexons
forming the shell.

Complex isometric capsids
More complex capsids are generally found for

Adenoviruses are possibly the poster children

viruses with larger genomes, whether

for “viruses as spacecraft”: their

composed of RNA or DNA.

resemblance to satellites is almost uncanny,

These include

v i r i o n s s u c h a s t h o s e o f ro t a v i r u s

Rotavirus: Nature Reviews Microbiology 5,

with the “aerials” serving the purpose of

(Reoviridae) and adenoviruses, both of which

529-539 (July 2007) doi:10.1038/nrmicro1692

communicating with cells during delivery of
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their genomes.

λ-like viruses - family Siphoviridae - have thinner non-

Complex or compound virions

contractile tails and isometric heads, with tail fibres.

Most bacteriophages - or more properly, archaeal and bacterial
viruses - have a more complex structure than the simple isometric
and helical nucleocapsids typical of many plant and animal
viruses.

The

P22-like and Φ29-like viruses in family Podoviridae and
Salmonella phage Epsilon 15 have isometric heads and short,
thick tails.

Even viruses with relatively small genomes may have

more than one type of architecture associated with their virions,
normally in the shape of some kind of TAIL structure attached to
an isometric HEAD. The T-even viruses - part of the "T4-like
virus" genus, family Myoviridae - have the general structure
shown below:
this is an
isometric head
attached via a
connector
assembly to a

Enveloped virions

contractile

SOME virions additionally have:

helicallyconstructed tail
with a rigid
core, with tail
fi b r e s

and

baseplate. See here for explanation of how the virus gains entry
to enterobacterial cells.

• ENVELOPES, or lipid bilayer MEMBRANES: these always have
viral proteins inserted in them (almost always
GLYCOPROTEINS); these are often referred to as SPIKES.
• There is usually an inner layer of protein (usually MATRIX
protein) inside the envelope, usually in contact with the
(nucleo)CAPSID protein.
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See below for examples (West Nile virus, Flaviridae; influenza A

acquire envelopes, it may also in some cases be a mechanism

virus, Orthomyxoviridae; HIV, Retroviridae; SARS coronavirus;

for avoidance of host immune systems (eg: Hepatitis B virus

Hepatitis C flavivirus. The nucleoprotein can be helical (Ortho-

incorporates host serum albumin into its capsid; HIV virions may

and Paramyxoviridae) or isometric (flaviviruses, retroviruses,

incorporate host MHC proteins).

coronaviruses).

It is possible that some large isometric virions of animal
viruses may be similar to tailed phages: there is recent
evidence from cryoelectron microscopy image reconstructions
that herpesviruses may have a tail structure that is probably
involved with DNA entry into the nucleus of infected cells.

The left-hand panel shows a grey-scale density map of Herpesvirus type 1.
In the right-hand panel, the capsid shell is radially colored, with internal
DNA density shown in cream, and portal density in purple.

Enveloped virions may additionally incorporate host membrane
proteins in their envelopes: while this may be a side eﬀect of

Schmid MF, Hecksel CW, Rochat RH, Bhella D, Chiu W, et al. (2012) A Tail-like Assembly at the
Portal Vertex in Intact Herpes Simplex Type-1 Virions. PLoS Pathog 8(10): e1002961. doi:10.1371/
journal.ppat.1002961

the "budding" process by which viral nucleoprotein complexes
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Very large virions may have a very complex structure: for

Mimiviruses have a very large icosahedral capsid, with internal

example orthopoxviruses - like variola virus, the agent of

membranes and other structures.

smallpox in humans, and cow-, camel- and monkeypox viruses

here.

They will be discussed later,

- may have more than membrane, with both an internal lipid layer
as well as an outer envelope.

Gallery 2.2 Mimivirus structure

Gallery 2.1 Poxvirus structure

Variola virus particle: large brick-shaped (100 thick x
200 x 300 nm)
Mimivirus particle, 400 nm in diameter, showing dense array of fibre
“spikes” on the surface

Iridoviruses may or may not have an external envelope, but have
an internal membrane surrounding the genome, inside a large
icosahedral capsid.
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Section 2

The Classification of Viruses
CLASSIFICATION
1. Viruses are classified just as
other organisms are, but without
the use of Latin
2. Their taxonomy attempts to
reflect presumed evolutionary
relationships, including the fact
that viruses have more than one
origin
3. The most important criteria in
their classification are host type,
particle morphology, and genome
type

Introduction
A universal system for classifying viruses, and a unified taxonomy, has been
established by the International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV) since
1966. The system makes use of a series of ranked taxons, with the:

Order (-virales) being the highest taxon currently recognised.
then Family (-viridae)
Subfamily (-virinae)
Genus (-virus)
Species ( eg: Tobacco mosaic virus)
For example, the Ebola virus from Kikwit in 1995 is classified as:
- Order Mononegavirales
- Family Filoviridae
- Genus Ebolavirus
- Species: Zaire ebolavirus (ZEBOV)
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The current (2005) Eighth Report of the ICTV lists more than

These are presumed to constitute the highest level of

5,400 viruses in 1938 species, 287 genera, 73 families and 3

"monophyletic" groups of viruses, or those with a common

orders.

ancestry, so far recognised.

However, the ICTV web site is more up to date, and

should be the source for any queries on current classification.
The 2013 release lists 7 Orders. These include:
Caudovirales: tailed dsDNA bacteriophages (3 Families)
Herpesvirales: large enveloped isometric dsDNA viruses of
animals (3 Families)
Ligamenvirales: large rod-shaped or filamentous dsDNA viruses
of Archaea (2 Families)
Mononegavirales: viruses with enveloped virions with similar
ss(-)RNA genomes (5 Families)
Nidovirales: viruses of animals with enveloped globular virions
with similar ss(+)RNA genomes (4 Families)
Picornavirales: viruses of plants and animals with non-enveloped

A comprehensive list of viruses appears at the ICTV site here.
This includes virus-like agents.

Virus Orthography, or spelling and usage
conventions
The names of all taxonomic groups - orders, families,
subfamilies, genera and species - are written in italics with the
first letter capitalised (see examples above, and here).
Proper nouns in species names should be capitalised as well:
e.g. Semliki Forest virus, West Nile virus..
This format refers only to oﬃcial taxonomic entities: these are
concepts, while viruses - the things that infect cells - are real.

isometric and filamentous virions containing ss(+)RNA(s) which

Vernacular or common-use forms of names are neither

encode a single polyprotein (5 Families)

capitalised nor written in italics. Thus, while Tobacco mosaic
virus refers to the species and Tobamovirus to the genus,

Tymovirales: viruses of plants with non-enveloped isometric and

tobacco mosaic viruses or tobamoviruses are the entities that

filamentous virions containing ss(+)RNA, with similar replicases (4

you work with.

Families)
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Taxonomic Criteria
The most important criteria are:
• Host Organism(s): eukaryote; prokaryote; vertebrate, etc.
• Particle Morphology: filamentous; isometric; naked; enveloped
• Genome Type: RNA; DNA; ss- or ds-; circular; linear
While a number of other criteria - such as

Eukaryotes:
• Algae, Plants, Protozoa, Fungi
• Invertebrates, Vertebrates
This page links to a comprehensive if slightly out-of-date listing
of viruses by host infected.

“Cross-Kingdom” Virus Groups
Certain virus families / groupings cross "kingdom" or major

•

disease symptoms,

•

antigenicity,

individual viruses in the same taxon may infect hosts that

•

protein profile,

diverged many hundreds of millions of years ago.

•

host range, etc.

For example, virus families infecting two kingdoms of cellular

are also important in precise identification, consideration of the
above three criteria - and in many cases, just morphology - are
suﬃcient in most cases to allow identification of a virus down
to familial if not generic level.

Hosts of viruses
These include all classes of cellular organisms described to
date:

taxonomic boundaries in terms of hosts infected: thus, similar

organisms are:
•

Bunyaviruses: animals and plants

•

Partitiviruses: plants and fungi

•

Reoviruses: animals and plants

•

Rhabdoviruses: animals and plants

•

Phycodna-, Mimi-, Megaviruses: protozoa and plants

•

Picornavirus-like viruses: plants and animals

Prokaryotes:
• Archaea, Bacteria, Mycoplasma, Spiroplasma
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The dsRNA cryptoviruses most probably originated in fungi, and
were spread to land plants after these emerged into the
terrestrial environment, as fungi began to parasitise them.
Similarly, RNA viruses of plants may have spread to fungi.
The phycodnaviruses, mimiviruses and megaviruses - all of
which are found in aquatic environments - appear to be very
ancient groups, could well have started out in the progenitors of
protozoa and aquatic / marine plants.

Cross-Phylum Viruses
Virus families infecting across diﬀerent phyla (all infecting insects
and vertebrates) are:

The reasons for this are probably caught up in their evolution
and cospeciation with their hosts (see also here).
For example, bunyaviruses and rhabdoviruses probably
originated in their present form in insects, and were spread to

•

Flaviviruses - ss(+)RNA; eg: yellow fever virus

•

Iridoviruses - large dsDNA

•

Parvoviruses - small ssDNA; eg: canine parvovirus

•

Poxviruses - large dsDNA; eg: camelpox virus

•

Togaviruses - ss(+)RNA; eg: Sindbis virus

plants and other animals after insects emerged from the seas

These viruses almost certainly spread from insects to

and preyed on other terrestrial hosts. Similarly, dsRNA

vertebrates, after vertebrates joined insects on dry land and

reoviruses may well have been insect viruses, which were

insects began to feed on them.

spread to the terrestrial hosts of the newly-emerged insects.
The same could be true of picorna-like viruses.

An example here is West Nile

flavivirus, which infects mosquitoes and birds, and can be
transmitted to humans and other animals as well.
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Chapter 3

The
Replication
of Viruses
The replication of viruses necessarily pirates various
machineries of the host cell, given that viruses are
acellular: this means that all viruses use host
components to assist in entry to the cell, and all use
host ribosomes to make their proteins. In addition,
many make use of intracellular transport machinery,
and derive envelopes and components from cell
membrane complexes.

Section 1

How Viruses Get Into Cells
CELL ENTRY

Cells and cell walls

1. Mechanism of entry is largely
determined by the type of cell

Viruses require entering cells in order for their genomes to be

2. Vi r i o n s i n f e c t i n g a n i m a l o r
bacterial cells attach specifically
to the cell surface, which sets oﬀ
a chain of events culminating in
entry of at least the genome into
cells
3. Virions enter plant and plant-like
cells either by some mechanism
that results in damage to the cell
wall rather than specific binding,
or via dedicated intercellular
channels.

expressed. The way this happens depends largely upon the type of
the cell, and of the virus: the cell type has a great deal of influence
on the strategy the virus uses to gain access; in turn, specific
virus types may employ diﬀerent strategies to gain access to the
same cell type.
However, the greatest commonality in strategy is probably observed between
viruses infecting a single broad type of host, defined by the nature of their cell
walls. These may be defined as:

• bacterial (eg: Bacteria, Archaea; rigid cell walls)
• animal (eg: all animal cells; no cell walls)
• plant-like (eg: green multicellular plants, algae, fungi; thick rigid
cell walls).
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Gallery 3.1 Cells

Prokaryote cell entry
Bacterial cell walls are strong and relatively thick, to
protect them from osmotic lysis and predation, and to give
them shape. GRAM-POSITIVE cells have a single internal
lipid bilayer, and a thick PEPTIDOGLYCAN cell wall.
GRAM-NEGATIVE cells have an internal membrane, a thin
peptidoglycan layer, another membrane, and often a
polysaccharide-based CAPSULE.
Bacterial or archaeal viruses (the former often known as
BACTERIOPHAGES) have therefore to have some means of
breaching a quite formidable barrier if they are to enter the
cell.

They also generally have SPECIFIC

RECEPTOR

SITES on the bacteria, to which SPECIFIC ATTACHMENT
PROTEINS bind: these receptor sites may be
lipopolysaccharides, cell wall proteins, teichoic acid, or
flagellar or pilus proteins.
The fact that the viruses of prokaryotes are in general not
dwarfed by the cell walls means that traversing those walls
can be done by a variety of specific mechanisms, generally
triggered by the binding of the virion to the cell surface.

Idealised bacterial cell: undiﬀerentiated cytoplasm inside a lipid bilayer
within a cell 1 µm in length, relatively rigid cell wall ~50 nm thick
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Phage T4
Gallery 3.2 Prokaryote cell walls and membranes

The very well-characterised phage T4 - more properly
Enterobacteria phage T4, genus "T4-like Viruses", family
Myoviridae - belongs to a family of viruses with 34-170 kb dsDNA
genomes, isometric heads and contractile tails, and infects the
gram-negative bacterium Escherichia coli. It has one of the more
complex entry mechanisms, involving an active injection
process. This is shared by others of the so-called T-even phages
or myoviruses of the family Myoviridae.

Gram-negative bacterial cell wall and membranes:
the cell wall has a thin intermediate peptidoglycan layer and an
external membrane. The outer portion of the external membrane is
a lipopolysaccharide layer. This layer comprises a lipid-A part
buried in the outer membrane, core polysaccharide and O-side
chains. The whole wall is 5-10 nm thick.
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Interactive 3.1 Phage T4 cell entry
The phage TAIL FIBRES are the attachment sites; these
individually bind the bacterial cell surface after random
collision - specifically to certain lipopolysaccharides and to the
surface outer membrane protein OmpC.
This is REVERSIBLE binding, and is probably due to
electrostatic interactions as it is Mg2+ and Ca2+ dependent.
After tail fibre binding has consolidated, the BASEPLATE then
settles down onto the surface and binds firmly to it as a result of
conformational changes in the SHORT TAIL FIBRES. After this
occurs, a conformational change takes place in the TAIL
SHEATH, which then
contracts, pushing the
TAIL CORE through the
cell wall, possibly in an

T4 virion encountering a bacterium.

ATP-driven process: this

Original micrographs by Linda M Stannard

is aided by a lysozyme
activity associated with
the tip of the tail tube.
This is an irreversible
process.

Phage lambda
Enterobacteria phage λ, genus "λ-like Viruses", family
Siphoviridae, is a tailed phage with an isometric head and a

DNA is then

49 kb dsDNA genome. It attaches via the J protein in the

extruded from the phage

tail tip to aporin, the cell surface receptor that is responsible

head into the bacterial

for transport of maltose across the outer membrane.

cytoplasm. This is used

Although the tail is non-contractile, a DNA injection

for initial transcription and

mechanism similar to that of T-even phages allows entry of

virus expression.
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DNA into the cell, via a sugar transport protein (ptsG) in the inner

MS2 phage

membrane, leaving the capsid behind.
MS2 phage - Enterobacteria phage MS2, genus Levivirus, family
Leviviridae - is an isometric single-stranded RNA-containing
virus infecting E coli. It attaches to the PILIN (the building block
of pili, or helical filaments on the surface of many bacteria) of the
F(ertility) pili via its single attachment or A protein, located at a
5’ rotational axis of symmetry in a T=3 nucleocapsid
composed 180 copies of the single coat protein. The A protein
is covalently linked to the 5'-end of the genomic RNA; binding
pilin causes cleavage of the A protein and releases it from the
capsid. Thus, when the pilus is retracted into the cell, the A
protein and RNA are pulled with it, leaving the empty capsid
outside.
Lambda life cycle
The lambda virion attaches to the bacterial cell wall. The
phage then injects its DNA (red) into the bacterium. The
viral DNA arriving in the cell is linear, but the free ends

MS2 was the first organism to be completely sequenced: its
genome comprises just 3569 nucleotides, encoding only three
genes; however, this is suﬃcient to constitute a self-replicating
entity with an independent evolutionary history

soon join up to make a circle which then supercoils into
a bundle. The phage DNA can then follow one of two
fates:
1. LYTIC cycle - left hand side of diagram: here the DNA
quickly replicates. Phage proteins can also be seen

Click picture for detail

being synthesised on bacterial ribosomes (phage RNA is
yellow; bacterial ribosomes are the associated small red
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Phage Molecular Motors

Gallery 3.3 Eukaryote cell walls and membranes

The injection of DNA from bacterial virus particles into cells is
usually enabled by a "molecular motor" housed at the junction
of the tail and head of the virus particle: this is also responsible
for filling pre-assembled phage heads with DNA in the infected
cell as part of the virion assembly and maturation process. Thus,
the motors are nanomachines which can run in both
directions.
This is generally an ATP-driven process, and in this is similar to
other cellular molecular motors such as myosin, kinesin and
dynein in eukaryotes.

Virions with motors:
Animal cell lipid bilayer, with proteins embedded in it

Phages P22 and phi 29
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Gallery 3.4 Animal cell components

A n i m a l C e l l s a n d Ve s i c l e
Transport
Eukaryote cells do not have cell walls; they have only
lipid bilayer cell membranes (=PLASMALEMMA or
plasma membrane) with associated embedded
proteins.

They also have a very highly developed

INTERNAL MEMBRANE COMPLEX, consisting of
the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), Golgi apparatus,
nuclear membrane, and various specialised vesicles
such as LYSOSOMES, which are involved in
intracellular digestion of macromolecules.
Eukaryote cells have an intricate system of vesicle
transport centred on the Golgi apparatus; this
involves export of protein(s) and vesicles from the ER
to the Golgi; production of export vesicles containing
proteins from this for fusion with the cell membrane
(=EXOCYTOSIS); production of lysosomes

to fuse

with ENDOSOMES for digestion of material
internalised by RECEPTOR-MEDIATED or nonspecific ENDOCYTOSIS (PHAGOCYTOSIS for
Annotated animal cell showing components

particulates; PINOCYTOSIS for liquid).
The initially-formed endocytotic vesicles resulting
from receptor-mediated endocytosis are coated with
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CLATHRIN, a structural protein which

the physiological range), and generally that some divalent

promotes curvature of the membrane

cations be present.

at COATED PITS - which become
vesicles as the protein continues to

Movie 3.1 HIV entry into cells via plasma membrane

assemble and impresses the
membrane into a sphere, as shown.
Clathrin is recycled back to the cell
membrane after endocytosis, either
because of interaction of the vesicle
with an endosome, or due to another
process.
Formation and

Other CYTOSKELETON-DIRECTED internalisation of a clathrincoated vesicle
vesicle traﬃcking involves targeting
of vesicles back to the Golgi and to
the nuclear membrane.

Virus Entry via Direct Cell Membrane Fusion
Viruses take advantage of these processes in a number of ways,
after they have attached to the cell surface via binding to a
specific receptor.

The simplest is DIRECT MEMBRANE

The ss(+)RNA retrovirus HIV can but does not necessarily enter
cells this way. The entry process for HIV via plasma membrane
fusion is shown in the animation.

FUSION, where a virion envelope fuses with the cell membrane,

Here the virion attachment protein - gp120, part of the gp160

and the virion nucleoprotein complex is delivered into the cell

precursor that is cleaved - attaches initially to the CD4 protein

cytoplasm directly. This is generally a pH-independent process,

on a helper T-cell. The gp120 undergoes conformational change

and requires only that the membrane be fluid (ie: temperature in

due to binding, and binds the accessory receptor - CCR-5, a
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chemokine receptor in this case, although there are others subsequently. Gp41 - the other cleavage product of gp160, and
a part of the "spike protein" of the viral membrane - is then able
condensation of the gp41 structure - formation of a "6 helix

Multinucleate giant cells or
syncytia, caused by
paramyxovirus infection.

bundle" - causes close juxtaposition of cell and viral membranes,

Copyright LM Stannard

to bind into the cell membrane, via a hydrophobic domain. A

which promotes membrane fusion and nucleocapsid entry
into the cell.

The capsid-associated reverse transcriptase

converts the virion ss(+)RNA into dsDNA within the structure.
The viral DNA is ported to the nucleus either in partially
disassembled capsids by interaction of these with cellular
transport mechanisms, or as DNA associated with the virionderived integrase enzyme alone.
The enveloped ss(-)RNA PARAMYXOVIRUSES are also able to
enter cells in this fashion; in fact, the F or fusion glycoprotein
purified from enveloped virions of Sendai virus is often used to
artificially fuse cells in in vitro experiments. Paramyxovirus
virions have two surface glycoproteins involved in entry: these
are a homotetrameric HN/H/G - haemagglutinin-neuraminidase
or haemagglutinin or “glycoprotein” - attachment protein,
depending on the lineage, and a homotrimeric F protein, a type
1 fusion protein like HIV gp160 or influenza HA.

The

attachment protein binds sialic acid-containing receptors (HN
and H) or heparan sulphate proteoglycans (HSPGs) and other
proteins (G). This binding may trigger the F protein to irreversibly

change configuration to form a stable six-helix bundle, which
binds into the host cell membrane and initiates fusion much as
the HIV gp41 does. Alternatively, some paramyxovirus F proteins
may bind receptors directly, which triggers the structural change.
Transmission
electron micrograph
of a paramyxovirus.
The envelope
contains the HN/H/G
proteins, and
surrounds a particle
composed of an
internal matrix (M)
protein shell with a
helical nucleoprotein
(N) containing the
RNA. A RNA
replicase complex is
composed of P and
L proteins associated
with N.
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The large, enveloped dsDNA HERPESVIRUSES also are able to

The accepted model for the fusion process is that binding of gD

enter cells by direct cell membrane fusion, although this is not

to a receptor induces conformational changes in it that activate a

their only mode of entry, and to cause cell fusion (multinucleate

glycoprotein complex of gB, gD, gH and gL. This complex

giant cells or syncytia). Cell surface binding is due to gC and/

mediates fusion by a mechanism similar to that for HIV, resulting

or gB envelope glycoproteins, interacting with HSPGs.

in release of the nucleocapsid and associated tegument

Membrane fusion following this requires viral glycoproteins gB,

proteins into the cell cytoplasm.

gD, gH and gL, in a complicated series of interactions.

dissociate from tegument proteins, specifically bind a

Receptors for gD are nectin-1 and -2, herpesvirus entry

microtubule-dependent dynein cellular motor, and are

mediator (HVEM) and 3-O sulphated heparan sulphate (3-O

transported along the microtubules to the nuclear membrane.

HS).

There uncoating takes place at the nuclear pores, and the viral

The nucleocapsids then

DNA is released into the nucleus.
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There is recent evidence that this process may in fact be
mediated by a phage-like molecular motor, given the presence

Fusion Proteins

of a tail-like structure in virions assessed by cryoelectron

All enveloped viruses appear to share the fusion mode of

microscopy.

entry, whether they fuse with the cell membrane directly or

The thinking is that this interacts with the nuclear

pore much like phage tails do with bacterial receptors, and may
pump the DNA out of the nucleocapsid.

with the membrane around an internalised vesicle.

This is

mediated by three identified classes of envelope
glycoproteins, which nevertheless share a very similar
mechanism for inducing fusion.
Class I fusion proteins are found in retroviruses (HIV,
leukaemia viruses), myxoviruses (influenza)coronaviruses
(SARSCoV) and paramyxoviruses (mumps, measles), among
others. The "spikes" are composed of three identical protein
subunits, largely alpha-helical in structure, assembled as
trimers, with subunits generated from a precursor that is
cleaved into two pieces. The carboxy-terminus of one piece is
anchored to the viral membrane; the new amino terminus has
a characteristic stretch of 20 hydrophobic amino acids: this is

The left-hand panel shows a grey-scale density map. In the right-hand
panel, the capsid shell is radially colored, with internal DNA density
shown in cream, and portal density in purple.
Figure 2A from Schmid MF, Hecksel CW, Rochat RH, Bhella D, Chiu W,
et al. (2012) A Tail-like Assembly at the Portal Vertex in Intact Herpes
Simplex Type-1 Virions. PLoS Pathog 8(10): e1002961. doi:10.1371/
journal.ppat.1002961, used under Creative Commons Attribution
License

the fusion peptide. Class I proteins all have a trimeric helical
coiled-coil rod adjacent to the fusion peptide: this may act as
a template for the refolding of protein segments during fusion,
when the "six helix bundle" forms.
Interfering with this process is the basis of a highly successful
new class of HIV therapeutics: entry inhibitors. See here for a
movie on how one particular product - T20 or Fuzeon, from
Trimeris - works.

Another view of HIV chemotherapy in

general can be seen here.
Class II fusion proteins have distinctly diﬀerent structural
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Entry via Endocytotic or Other Vesicle

The virion binds reversibly to the cell surface via one or a few
attachment proteins. Receptor

Another means of cell entry via membrane interactions is typified

consolidation - recruitment of

by influenza virus: this attaches to proteins on cell membranes via

more receptors, resulting in

its haemagglutinin (HA) protein - a homotrimeric attachment

m o re b i n d i n g - re s u l t s i n

protein, and a type 1 fusion protein like HIV gp160 - which binds

curvature of the membrane

neuraminic or sialic acid residues on cellular

around the particle, recruitment

glycoproteins. This and the neuraminidase (NA) protein - which

of clathrin to form a coated pit,

exists as as a homotetramer, present to about 20% of total

and eventual formation of an

envelope protein - contact the matrix (M1) protein which

endocytotic vesicle by a

constitutes the internal shell. This in turn interacts with the viral

"zipper"

nucleoprotein (vRNP) complex.

clathrin and fuses with other

process.

This loses

vesicles to form an endosome,
which eventually fuses with a
lysosome.
A cell surface protease
cleavage divides the HA into
HA1 and HA2: this causes a
Click to increase size

conformational change which
exposes a hydrophobic "fusion
domain" on HA2. A further pH-

induced structural change (with endosome-lysosome fusion, pH
drops), allows insertion of part of HA2 into the vesicle
membrane.
Cutaway diagram of influenza virion structure. Click to increase size

Another conformational change caused by

membrane interaction results in "apposition" or close contact
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of membranes which results in their fusion, allowing escape

latter mode perhaps predominating. Once core virions are in the

from the vesicle of the viral nucleoprotein, into the host cell

cytoplasm, they uncoat further to expose a nucleoprotein

cytoplasm. This is generally known as pH-dependent entry.

complex which is first transcriptionally and later, replicationally,
active.

The M2 membrane protein - present at fewer than 100 copies in
the influenza virus membrane - is a homotetramer which, at low
pH, is the smallest ion channel protein yet discovered, making it
a viroporin.

This is activated in the low-pH environment of an

endosome, and allows the passage of protons (H+) into the
virion: this lowers the pH, causes conformational changes in
M1 which disrupt interactions
between it and the vRNP,
which allows its release into
the cytoplasm free of the

Click to increase size

encapsulating M1 protein

Most non-enveloped viruses, such as the complex

matrix. The vRNP then moves

non-enveloped dsDNA adenoviruses

to the nucleus via the nuclear

(Adenoviridae) and the simpler ssRNA

pores - unusual for an RNA

picornaviruses (Picornaviridae), also enter cells

virus - by means of nuclear

via vesicles.

localisation signals in the NP

endocytotic vesicle after receptor consolidation,

contacting the cell transport

then to interact with the vesicle membrane -

machinery.

probably because of structural alterations due to

Poxviruses - which have "intracellular" single-enveloped and

The former appear to enter via an

the pH shift - so as to expel a partially-uncoated

"extracellular" double-enveloped forms - may enter by direct cell

viral core structure into the cytoplasm.

fusion (pH-independent) or lysosomal vesicle fusion (pH-

then targetted to the nucleus by means of the

dependent and inhibitable by lysosomotropic agents), with the

hexon protein of the partially degraded naked

This is
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capsid interacting with microtubules. This reaches a nuclear pore

With ssRNA+ picornaviruses (family:

and allows escape of viral DNA plus certain viral polypeptides into

Picornaviridae) such as poliovirus or hepatitis

the nucleus.

A virus, the capsid becomes rearranged as a

A relatively recent finding (in 2001) was that adenovirus 2 (Ad2)
docks to the nuclear pore after microtubule transport via the
nuclear-pore complex (NPC) receptor CAN/Nup214. The virus

result of pH-and/or receptor binding
induced structural transitions, whereby the
VP4 internal protein is externalised and the

then disassembles slowly and transfers its genetic material

virion surface becomes more lipophilic,

through the nuclear pore while remaining attached to the NPC.

and interacts with a vesicle membrane to

The process does not occur, however, without the linker histone

form a pore so as to allow exit of the RNA

H1 protein. H1 probably binds a surface-exposed acidic amino

into the cytoplasm.

acid cluster on hexon proteins, thereby probably destabilising the
capsid and triggering viral disassembly. In normal cells, H1 that
leaks out of the nucleus is retrieved from the cytoplasm by the
proteins importin and importin 7: the disassembly of Ad2 requires
the same two importins, leading to speculation that hexon-bound

Note that the "naked" particle entry that is frequently cited for
picornaviruses - and shown here - is probably an artifact of very
high multiplicity of infection used when investigating the
phenomenon of cell entry in tissue-cultured cells.

H1 is recognised by importin and importin 7, and the complex is
brought partially into the nucleus, thus triggering a gradual
disassembly of the virus particle at the NPC. This allows the DNA
that exits particles to directly enter the nucleus.
Parvoviruses - small naked isometric viruses with linear ~5 kb
ssDNA genomes - enter host cells by receptor-mediated
endocytosis, escape from endosomal vesicles to the cytoplasm,
and then replicate their DNA in the nucleus. Canine parvovirus
virions at least use the motor protein dynein to be transported
along microtubules to the nucleus.
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